Morrissey will be looking to hire 1 Assistant Rector for the 2017-2018 School Year

History: Built in 1925, Morrissey Hall is home to around 200 men and is named after Fr. Andrew Morrissey, C.S.C., Notre Dame's seventh president. Located on South Quad, Morrissey is a stone’s throw from South Dining Hall and the Rockne Memorial Gym and is a short walk from most academic buildings. Today, the dorm is often referred to as Morrissey Manor, and is nicknamed simply, “The Manor.” The dorm’s motto, “Bonum Jucundumque Habitare Fratres” means, “It is good and pleasant for brothers to live together.” To get more information Morrissey, please check out our website: morrissey.nd.edu/.

Hall Staff: Morrissey has an 11 member (8 RAs, 2 ARs, and Rector) Hall Staff led by Rector Zack Imfeld. Zack is originally from Burbank, CA, went to undergrad at the University of Portland in Oregon, and received his Master of Divinity degree from Notre Dame. An avid Portland Timbers soccer fan (and sports fan in general), he loves to cook, play FIFA, lead retreats, make memories, and travel. Feel free to contact Zack by email (zimfeld@nd.edu).

Responsibilities: Assistant Rectors can expect to support the hall by advising Hall Government, coordinating Hall Liturgy, planning our Hall Retreat, assisting and eventually conducting formative conversations with residents, building community with residents and the hall staff, supervising hall employees, administrative tasks, and duty nights (1-2 weeknights, 1 of Thursday, Friday, or Saturday weekly, and a split of the four breaks). Assistant Rectors will also be expected to attend the weekly Hall Staff meeting, weekly Head Staff meeting, Mass in Morrissey each Sunday, professional development sessions, and staff dinners and fun as scheduled.

Qualities: An ideal AR in Morrissey would desire to know all the men in the hall by name, be organized with email, be able to focus on details, have excellent communication skills, have a flexible schedule, and a go with the flow attitude.

Benefits: In addition to standard Assistant Rector benefits, Morrissey ARs can expect to receive hall apparel, meals off-campus, a budget for programming within the hall, and the opportunity to leave a legacy in the Manor.